In previous letters we have reported a Atr relJonance, called Y 1 ' Although reactions (1) and ,(2) are readily identified and measured, reaction (3) cannot be identified unambiguously. Accordingly, we diseuse first the results pertaining to reactions (1) and (Z). Nineteen events of type (1) and 13 events of type (2) were observed, corresponding to crOS8 sections of 0.19:it .06 and 0.12 :J::: .05 mb, re8pectively.2 In a search for possible %:11' resonancee. we have plotted in Fig. 1 histograms of the invert-lant masses of the I: and each of the three pions in reactions (1) and (Z) . Figure Ib> To ."plore this anomaly in more detail, we us. the following repre.entation of the data. Since. according to Fig. lb , the doubly charg.d 1:11' systems do not depart significantly from the expected phase-apace distribution, we eliminate the like-charged pion from further considera.tion. We then transform the I: and the remaining two pions (both of charge opposite to that of the I;) into the center -o!-mass (c. m. ) sv-crm of th••• three particles and determine the total energy available • e, in this particular coordinate system. For each event we can then calculate a DaUtz plot aC the available pha8e space. However, to permit the comparisQn of events that involve clifferent amounts of c. m. energy, we can conveniently tlelabel the axe8 of the Dalita plot to correspond to the invariant :E11 mas. squared, which is linearly related to the kinetic energy of the other pion. The phase-space elHpees obtained from individual events are then added to obtain a composite pha.e-Ipace probability contour map in the mass-squared ..pace. The result of this procedure is shown in since .! priori only 17 % of the events due to rea.ction (I) Should have X2~2.
, . + -+ -Aleo, only one exa.mple of the reaction K + P -A +" +,.. +" + 11' and no
example. of K + P -.~+ 'R' +" + 1f +,.. were observed; thus reaction. \"'!') a.nd (6') are probably rare. Even though a kinematical fit to hypothesis 0) is impossible. one can obta.in the invariant mass of the 1::°,..0 system from the UCR L-9686 incident K-momentum and the measured momenta,-of the two charged pions.
However, since no kinematic constraint. can be imposed on such events, the ex-,-perimental errors wHl, }n general. be larger tha.n for fitted events and lluctuate more widely. Therefore. the data are better represented by ideogram •. possible that the effect of Bose stati.tici could !cause a shift of the peake. Aleo, from the fact that the chulec1~can resonate with either of the two unlike charged pione. one would expect interference eUects between the two'NIt'./b'ni'an"t ampUiudes.
Another p08sibility Ii. interference between the resonance and nonresonant back.-grounds. Both these lnterference. might alter the observed positions of the peaks.
''i':')?~rlhermore. electromagnetic rna•• differences in the 2:+'11'-, ,;-,,+, a.nd 1:011'0 sy.tem. could a.ffect the observed malls spectra in the three cales. Assuming that the probability of decay into any mode is proportional to the momentum available in t~t mode (as expected for an S-wave resonance). we lind that the shifting of the ".-ak. due to rna•• dWe....ceis negligible.
*
The YO could also be produced in the events in which the final state condet.
o of a ); and two pion.. If it is produced, it should appea.r in the (7;11") 
